BAC ‘Brain-Art Initiative’ exhibit to display at U. of C.

The Beverley Arts Center's (BAC) Brain-Art Initiative exhibit will be displayed at the University of Chicago Medicine campus, 5758 S. Maryland Ave.

The show will end its run at the BAC on Sunday, Oct. 26, but Audrius Plioplys, artist and neuroscientist, announced that 30 pieces by 24 artists have been selected by Monica Hork, the art advisor for University of Chicago Medicine, and will be on display Nov. 1 to Feb. 10, 2015 at the Hyde Park medical campus.

BAC curator Carla Wintebottom invited artists to submit works that investigate how minds work, where thinking originates and what makes up the source of consciousness.

From a very large number of entries from all over the country, juror Aron Packer, of the Packer Schopf Gallery, culled the exhibit down to just 39 pieces by 33 artists in a range of media and sizes that illustrate just how deeply these ideas were pondered, and how they informed the creative process.

The Brain-Art Initiative is free to the public in the BAC East Gallery, 2407 W. 111th St.

For more information, call the BAC at (773) 445-3838.